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The twisted Yako Tenma has taken control of the gaming company KaibaCorp, using its high-tech dueling machines to
resurrect the dead... but the original master of KaibaCorp is not happy! Kaiba, Yugi's archrival, challenges Yako to a duel
to see just who will control Japan's biggest gaming company. Can Kaiba's Blue-Eyes White Dragon stop Yako's evil
plan? -- VIZ Media
After escaping from the "Death T," a theme park designed to kill anyone who enters it, Yugi must battle the Kaiba
brothers in a game of "Duel Monsters."
Meet Seto Kaiba, master of the world's most dangerous collectible card game. When Kaiba discovers that Yugi's
grandfather owns the incredibly rare "Blue-Eyes White Dragon" card, he will stop at nothing to get it...even if he has to
duel with Yugi's dark alter-ego Yu-Gi-Oh! Then, an Egyptian museum exhibit brings with it an unwelcome visitor: Shadi,
the mystical Keeper of the Millennium Items, whose bloodline has guarded the tombs of Egypt for 3,000 years.
Recognizing Yu-Gi-Oh as his only rival, he puts him to the test to see who is the true King of Games... -- VIZ Media
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game-but to Yugi,
it's the most dangerous game of all! Entering the Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like
game designer Maximillion Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the
game...and his own powers! Contains the original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling
for TV! Yugi fights Pandora, a duelist who uses one of Yugi's own favorite cards, the Dark Magician! But can Yugi duel
while chained in the path of a roaring buzzsaw? Meanwhile, Jonouchi fights an old enemy, Insector Haga. For the sake of
his sister, Jonouchi must fight an army of vicious bugs...and that's not all. His own deck has been infected with Haga's
parasitic insects! Is this the end?
Three thousand years ago, an ancient Egyptian carving predicted the final battle between Yugi and Kaiba...and now that
day has finally come! The heavens shake as the archrivals unleash the ultimate gods of collectible card games: Slifer the
Sky Dragon and the God of the Obelisk! But will the duel be decided in the present, or will the force of the gods smash
through time itself?
Yu-Gi-Oh! GX The Next Generation of Duelist has arrived! Jaden Yuki: The Next Generation of Yu-Gi-Oh! Champion has
arrived. He's going to be the best player ever. If he can just get out the worst dorm in history! Reads R to L (Japanese
Style). The Semifinals Begin! The Duel Academy tournament has reached the semifinal round, with the winner getting a
chance to take on duel champion Zane "Kaiser" Truesdale. Jaden and Bastion go head to head in an all-out match,
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followed by Chazz taking on the mysterious David Rabb. The winners of these two matches will face off in the final round
of the tournament! But will David Rabb's evil master plan ruin everything? Years after Yugi's legendary battles, the game
is so popular that special institutions dedicated to the art of the Duel have sprung up all over the world. Join Jaden Yuki
and his pals at the Academy for the adventures of the next generation of Yu-Gi-Oh!
Yuya is an ace Duelist, but his past is a broken memory even he cannot recall. The fact that he has four separate
personalities makes things even more complicated! Now the Leo Corporation is on the hunt for the Genesis Omega
Dragon, the card that will decide the fate of the world. Is the secret of this card somewhere within Yuya’s memories? -VIZ Media
The latest manga series based on the hit collectible card game! Action Duels have become a global sensation, but what
is the dark secret behind them that threatens to destroy the world? Yuya thinks he’s ready for a Turbo Duel with Ren, but
he never expected the course to be inside his own memories! Isaac and Eve look on, hoping to pinpoint Reiji’s location if
he tunes in to watch the Duel. Yuya’s alter egos are also watching the race, and Yugo isn’t about to miss his chance to
Duel with Ren, even if it means sending Yuya off to another dimension. The secret history of the G.O.D. card is about to
be revealed…
Yugi enters the Duel Monsters, the world's most popular collectible card game, where he must face ruthless opponents
like game designer Maximillion Pegasus in the hopes of discovering the origin of the game and his own powers.
It's time to DUEL! The original Yu-Gi-Oh! manga ran for 38 volumes, has been adapted into multiple anime television
series, and spawned one of the most popular trading card games in the world. Duel Art collects the fantastic color artwork
of series creator Kazuki Takahashi, along with rough concept sketches, tutorials, and an exclusive interview with
Takahashi-sensei himself.
Yuya thinks he’s ready for a Turbo Duel with Ren, but he never expected the course to be inside his own memories!
Isaac and Eve look on, hoping to pinpoint Reiji’s location if he tunes in to watch the Duel. Yuya’s alter egos are also
watching the race, and Yugo isn’t about to miss his chance to Duel with Ren, even if it means sending Yuya off to
another dimension. The secret history of the G.O.D. card is about to be revealed... -- VIZ Media
Kaiba plans revenge when Yugi beats him at a collectible card game, and Yugi, Jonouchi, Honda, and Anzu must survive
the "Death T," a theme park that has among its features electric chairs and guillotines.
Considered a slacker by his peers, Jaden battles teachers and students alike to make his mark in the Duel World. Can he
bring his low-level dorm, Slifer Red, to the top of the deck? Or will the champions in the Obelisk Blue dorm hang onto
their winning hand? -- VIZ Media
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After his Duel with Sora Shiunin, Yuya wakes up back at his hideout, where his alter egos tell him about a mysterious
power called the Adam Factor. Yuya’s quest for the secret of the Adam Factor and its connection to the Genesis Omega
Dragon will take him into the lost memories of his past and will bring him face-to-face with his rival Reiji Akaba! -- VIZ
Media
Genesis Omega Dragon finally awakens during the Duel against Eve. Yuya and his friends learn that G.O.D. has been
fulfilling people’s desires and leading them astray to destroy humankind! Is this a Duel that Yuya can win? The story of
G.O.D. ends here! -- VIZ Media
Yugi, Jonouchi, and Anzu have survived Kaiba's deadly theme park, but now they're faced with the two Kaiba brothers,
heirs of the biggest game empire in Japan.
Sitting by himself in the back of the class, 10th-grader Yugi always had his head in some game--until he solved the
Millennium Puzzle, an Egyptian artifact containing a powerful spirit from the age of the pharoahs! Awakened after three
thousand years, the King of Games possesses Yugi, recklessly challenging bullies and evildoers to the Shadow Games,
where the stakes are high, and even the most ordinary bet may result in weirdness and danger beyond belief! Let the
games...begin! -- VIZ Media
The greatest powers can often fall to the smallest opponents. Yugi used Kuriboh to defeat the Blue-Eyes Ultimate
Dragon. Now, does the tiny Metal Devil hold the secret to defeating the Sun Dragon Ra? As the world's mightiest gamers
clash, the very island may not survive the battle. The Battle City tournament is over...but who will walk away from the
ruins? -- VIZ Media
When Yako Tenma, protâegâe of Maximillion Pegasus, whom Yugi Mutou once defeated, returns in search of revenge
for his master's fate, Yugi must battle Yako, who is armed with three of the Evil God Cards.
The final Yu-Gi-Oh! story! After hundreds of battles, Yugi has finally gathered all the Egyptian God Cards... the key to
unlocking his memories of his past life as an Egyptian pharaoh. When Ryo Bakura gives him the Millennium Eye, Yugi
opens the door to the "world of memory," and his mind travels back in time to ancient Egypt, when the magic and
monsters were real! Now Yugi and his friends must explore the world of Yugi's forgotten past...and fight an enemy who
has been waiting for them for 3,000 years! -- VIZ Media
Yugi and his friends battle their way through an army of enemies at KaibaCorp headquarters! Jonouchi faces Reiko, a
chess-themed duelist, while Yugi fights Depres in the cosmic duel field of outer space. Can Yugi's earthly cards defeat
Depres's deck of alien monsters? Plus a bonus story about Yugi and his grandpa! -- VIZ Media
James “Crocodile” Cook, one of the four Duelists from America, eagerly challenges Atticus Rhodes to a Duel.
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Elsewhere, Jaden and Chazz unlock more secrets of their spirit cards, Winged Kuriboh and Light and Darkness Dragon.
But their confrontation could lead to a Shadow Game that only one Duelist may survive! !--EndFragment-- -- VIZ Media
Yuzu Hiiragi and her father run a Dueling school that’s seen better days. If only they had a star teacher to bring in new
students! When a rogue Duelist known as Phantom appears in the city, Yuzu may have found a savior, but Phantom will
have to deal with the Leo Corporation’s special forces before he can get into any community service! -- VIZ Media
Years after Yugi's legendary battles, Jaden Yuki and his pals at the Academy are embarking on new adventures in the
next generation of Yu-Gi-Oh! Original.
The action moves underground as the tournament continues! Bandit Keith, the cutthroat American gamer, drags Jonouchi into the corpsefilled catacombs for a match with "Ghost" Kozuka, master of the undead. Trapped in the tunnels beneath Duelist Kingdom, Yugi and Jonouchi
must conquer the maze of the Meikyû Brothers in a two-on-two duel. It's monster vs. monster in the endless maze of tiny passages...and
waiting in the Meikyû Brothers' decks is the Gate Guardian, lord of the underworld, one of the most powerful monsters of all! -- VIZ Media
Yusei has defeated the twins Luna and Leo, but they promise him a rematch in Satellite city. On the way to Satellite, Yusei meets Rex
Goodwin, who wants Yusei’s help defeating the Skeleton Knight, and although Yusei doesn’t trust this new ally. As the second round of the
Grand Prix opens, the sinister Lazar presents the Duelists with a new challenge—face the 12 “Duel Zodiacs” and open the Duel Gate to
advance to the final round! Card included with the first printing only. -- VIZ Media
Yugi fights Pandora, a duelist who uses one of Yugi's own favorite cards, the Dark Magician! But can Yugi duel while chained in the path of a
roaring buzzsaw? Meanwhile, Jonouchi fights an old enemy, Insector Haga. For the sake of his sister, Jonouchi must fight an army of vicious
bugs...and that's not all. His own deck has been infected with Haga's parasitic insects! Is this the end? -- VIZ Media
Trapped inside the Black Crown Game Store by his family's sworn enemy, Yugi must win a game of "Dungeon Dice Monsters" or lose the
Millennium Puzzle forever! Then, a mysterious Egyptian woman comes to Japan with a strange prophecy. Could the collectible card game
"Duel Monsters" really be of ancient Egyptian origin? But Ishizu Ishtar has come to deliver more than information. "The God of the Obelisk" is
one of the three most powerful cards in the world...and she's giving it to Seto Kaiba! -- VIZ Media
The final saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic! After many deadly duels, Yugi has collected the three Egyptian God Cards, the key to remembering his
own past life as an Egyptian pharaoh. When the cards take Yugi's soul back in time, can he defeat the villains of the past and achieve his
ultimate destiny? The mysterious Zorc Necrophades rewinds time, forcing Yu-Gi-Oh to fight Bakura all over again…only this time without the
Egyptian Gods! As the kingdom searches for a savior, High Priest Seto awakens an awesomely powerful new monster, the Blue-Eyes White
Dragon. But will it be enough? Returning to the ruins of Kul Elna, the village where the Millennium Items were made, Bakura prepares to
complete the dark ritual that will unleash the evil god Zorc Necrophades…in the modern world! Exclusive Yu-Gi-Oh! trading card included
The possessed Principal Mackenzie makes his final bid to crush the students of Duel Academy and seize Chazz and Jaden’s Spirit Cards!
Jaden will need all his dueling skill as he battles his way through to the final Duel, fighting for his friends, his mentor Koyo Hibiki, and the fate
of Duel Academy itself! -- VIZ Media
The mysterious Luna suddenly appears and challenges Shark to a duel. At stake is a new card and a new power! Elsewhere, Yuma and his
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friends form the Numbers Club, dedicated to finding the powerful Numbers Cards and stopping the plans of the evil Dr. Faker! -- VIZ Media
Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game--but to Yugi Mutou, whose body contains the spirit of the world's greatest
gamer, it may be the most dangerous game he's ever played! A mysterious videotape sends Yugi and his friends to Duelist Kingdom, the
island home of super-rich American game designer Maximillion Pegasus. There, Yugi must compete with the world's greatest Duel Monsters
players for the honor of fighting the man who made the game! But this is no ordinary tournament...the fate of Yugi's grandfather hangs in the
balance. And even if he makes it to the final round, can Yugi possibly face the power of Pegasus' Millennium Eye? -- VIZ Media

The duel between Yagumo and Ryoga opens a door to another world that pulls in Yuma and his friends. On the other
side, they discover that Yagumo is planning to use a black hole to destroy Earth and the Astral World! Yagumo, Ryoga,
Kaito and Yuma band together to stop Yagumo, but even their combined strength may not be enough! -- VIZ Media
When Yugi and his friends joined a "Monster World" role-playing game campaign, they didn't realize just how much time
the game would take--like maybe the rest of their lives! Ryo Bakura, their game master, wants to use the power of his
Millennium Ring to seal the souls of Yugi, Jonouchi, Anzu and Honda inside his "Monster World" miniatures forever. Now,
with 10-sided dice in hand, Yugi and Dark Yugi must hack and slash their way through Bakura's adventure and defeat the
Dark Master Zorc...or die trying! -- VIZ Media
Can Yugi and Jonouchi escape the subterranean maze of the Labyrinth Brothers, or will they be buried with their cards?
Maybe they'd be safer underground, because Kaiba, the world's former greatest gamer, is back! On the towers of
Pegasus Castle, Yugi and Kaiba fight their third Duel Monsters battle, with everything at stake. But this time, Kaiba is
fighting for more than his own pride; he's fighting to save his brother. And there's nothing more dangerous than a gamer
with nothing left to lose... -- VIZ Media
After Seto Kaiba discovers that Yugi's grandfather is the owner of the incredibly rare "Blue-Eyes White Dragon" card, the
master of the dangerous collectible card game will stop at nothing to obtain the greatly desired card.
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